Biographical Questionnaire

In order to best serve our researchers and help put our archival collections into historical and personal context, we try to include biographical sketches in our finding aids for all individual collections. Please assist us by providing information for possible inclusion in a biographical sketch for the creator, donor, or subject of this archival material.

This questionnaire is entirely optional. Please answer only the questions with which you feel comfortable and/or apply to your experience. Personal information such as addresses, social security numbers, etc. will not be included in the biographical sketch. For more information about our privacy policy, please visit http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/vietnamarchive/reference/privacy.htm.

Collection name:

Biographical Information

Year and place of birth (exact date not required)?

Draft or volunteer? Year?

Branch of service?

Total years of service? Years in Southeast Asia?

Units/Agencies of assignment? Dates with each unit/agency?

Positions held during the Vietnam War? (MOS, rating and collateral duties)

Where were you stationed?

(over)
Ranks(s) held throughout service in Southeast Asia?

Major events/engagements/campaigns in Vietnam/Southeast Asia in which you were involved?

Awards and Citations received for service in Vietnam?

Retired or discharged? Year?

Rank at discharge/retirement?

Do you belong to any Vietnam Veteran Associations? If so, which ones?

What did you do after your military service/service in Vietnam?
Have you participated in the Oral History Project at the Vietnam Archive? If not, would you like information on the project mailed to you or to be contacted about the project?

Is there any other information you would like to add?